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The mammalian brain consists of a variety 
of projection neurons, local interneurons, 
glial cells and extracellular matrix factors 
entangled in a complex network. Mature 
neurons are severely damaged by enzymatic 
dissociation and mechanical trituration, 
causing extensive cell death thus hampering 
downstream analyses. Collection of pure 
neuronal subtypes for RNA extraction and 
expression profiling has, therefore, been 
challenging, especially in the case of adult 
brain tissue. Gene expression profiling of 
isolated neuronal sub-types has the power 
to provide a catalog of genes expressed in 
neuronal sub-populations. Such catalogs 
would not only provide the means to 
understand normal neuronal development 
and function, but also permit distinctions 
between healthy and diseased states, establish 
biomarkers for diagnostic and prognostic 
applications, and facilitate the design of 

targeted molecular therapies (1, 2).
The proliferation of mouse strains with 

fluorescently labeled neuronal subpopulations 
has provided a means of identifying individual 
neuron sub-types in the intact brain tissue 
(3–6). Current technologies that enable the 
collection of pure populations of individual 
fluorescent neurons, such as laser capture 
micro-dissection (LCM) (7, 8), manual sorting 
(9, 10) or automated fluorescence activated cell 
sorting (FACS) have considerable limitations. 
LCM, conducted on fixed tissues, collects few 
cells of partial purity, while manual sorting 
also yields low cell numbers, and both provide 
inadequate amounts of high quality RNA 
required for whole transcriptome analysis. 
Automated FACS yields adequate numbers 
of pure cells and has been used to purify post-
mitotic neurons from embryonic brains (5, 6, 
11), as well as adult neural stem cells (12, 13) 
and more recently astrocytes (14). FACS has 

also been used in the microarray profiling of 
purified post-mitotic embryonic 5HT neurons 
(15). Although FACS was considered inappli-
cable for the isolation of pure neuronal popula-
tions from adult brain (1) due to neuronal 
fragility and shearing forces during sorting 
(9), at least four reports demonstrate the appli-
cability of FACS to isolate neuronal subtypes 
(16–19). Arlotta et al. analyzed the array 
profile of FACS sorted, retrograde labeled 
corticospinal motor neurons during devel-
opment (from E18 to P14) and compared 
them with callosal projection neurons and 
corticotectal projection neurons (16). Lobo 
et al. purified genetically labeled medium spiny 
neuron subtypes of the basal ganglia from 
striatal slices of up to 2 month old mice and 
reported a recovery of 5000–10,000 neurons 
yielding 3–10 ng of RNA (19). Guez-Barber et 
al. successfully isolated, from fixed immunola-
beled cells, 200,000 NeuN positive cell bodies 
without neuronal processes, from striata or 
midbrains of adult rats (17, 18). To obtain 
high numbers of intact adult neurons, current 
protocols require gradient separation and 
FACS to isolate neuronal cell bodies, followed 
by culturing with appropriate factors over a few 
weeks to regenerate neuronal processes (20). 
Thus sequence based expression profiling of 
specific neurons isolated from the adult mouse 
brain has not been conducted to date.

Here, we aimed to overcome the poor 
isolation rate of single intact neurons disso-
ciated from adult mouse brain by supple-
mentation with trehalose and essential 
modifications of existing methodology. 
Trehalose is a disaccharide and its role in 
maintaining cell viability during heat stress 
and cryopreservation is well documented 
(21). Trehalose helps maintain catalytic 
activity of proteins at high temperatures and 
is known to act as a chaperonin-like small 
molecule (22). Upon induction of stress in 
bacteria, yeast, fungi and invertebrate cells, 
trehalose synthesis is induced intracellularly 
(23, 24), but endogenous trehalose is absent 
in mammalian cells. Although trehalose has 
been shown to be essential on both sides of 
the plasma membrane to provide cryopro-
tection (25), extracellular trehalose alone can 
improve cell viability and membrane integrity 
of mammalian cells (26, 27). In Dauer larvae 
of C. elegans, intracellular trehalose is essential 
to confer protection against dessication (24). A 
role for trehalose has been proposed in barotol-
erance (28), however recent simulations on 
membrane integrity during mechanical stress 
did not reveal a protective role for 2 Molal 
Trehalose solution under the experimental 
conditions (29).

We reasoned that trehalose might stabilize 
stressed cells and cell membranes during tissue 
digestion and dissociation. Accordingly, we 
supplemented trehalose at concentration of 
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Efficient isolation of specific, intact, living neurons from the adult brain is prob-
lematic due to the complex nature of the extracellular matrix consolidating the 
neuronal network. Here, we present significant improvements to the proto-
col for isolation of pure populations of neurons from mature postnatal mouse 
brain using fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS). The 10-fold increase in 
cell yield enables cell-specific transcriptome analysis by protocols such as nano-
CAGE and RNA seq.
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0.132M in all solutions during tissue digestion 
and neuron disaggregation to maintain cell 
viability. Here, we present substantial improve-
ments to the protocol for the isolation of 
fluorescent neurons from adult mouse cortex 
by FACS sorting and total RNA extraction for 
whole transcriptome sequencing applications. 
Our protocol consistently yields high numbers 
of viable cells in a single-cell suspension and 
good quality and quantity of RNA.

We used BAC transgenic mice expressing 
EGFP in Pvalb (4) or EYFP in Thy1-positive 
neurons (line M) on a C57BL/6 background 
(3). For digestion and dissociation, we chose 
to modify a standard method (protocol 
provided by the Neural Dissociation Kit 
from Worthington), which is generally 
successful for the isolation of neurons from 
neonatal brain. Each solution in the kit is 
supplemented with 10% v/v trehalose. After 
digestion each cortex is divided equally into 
2 tubes and gentle, measured trituration is 
performed sequentially. Washed cells are 
triturated again and after a final wash, cells 
are ready for sorting. Before flow cytometry, 
cell viability and complete dissociation is 
confirmed by analyzing cells under a fluores-
cence microscope. In contrast to the standard 
method (Figure 1A), our optimized method 
produces viable intact isolated neurons, some 
dead cells as well as debris at the pre-sort stage 
(Figure 1B). The initial drops of sorted cells are 
visualized under a fluorescent microscope to 
adjust gating and ensure collection of viable 
and fluorescence positive cells alone (Figure 
1C-F). To prevent RNA degradation, the 
sorted cells are collected directly in Trizol 
in the 25:75 sample: Trizol LS ratio. At this 
stage, RNA may be extracted using a method 
of choice.

To evaluate viability, isolated neurons 
were stained with trypan blue, by adding a 
1:1 volume of 0.4% trypan blue to a small 
aliquot of the cell suspension. After 5 min 
incubation at room temperature, the number 
of viable (unstained) and dead (stained) cells 
were counted on a glass slide. Trypan blue 
staining revealed that trehalose treatment 
boosted cell viability from 58.1% to 81.0%. 
Although during FACS, the gating is adjusted 

to collect viable cells based on forward scatter, 
we also find that dead cells lose their fluores-
cence and are sorted out of the collection. Our 
direct comparison to the standard kit protocol 
reveals an overall improvement of 10-fold in 
cell yield (Figure 1 and Table 1). The poor cell 
numbers obtained with the standard protocol 
using gradient centrifugation appear to result 
from incomplete dissociation of tissue and 
greater cell death.

With our protocol we routinely collect an 
average of 120,842 pyramidal neurons (n = 
24 mice) and 20,000 parvalbumin neurons 
(n = 24 mice) from each whole cortex, with 
an average RIN score of 7.9 as tested on the 
Bioanalyzer pico kit (Figure 1H and Table 
2). Our protocol produces an average of 1.21 
pg of RNA per pyramidal neuron, and 3.7 
pg of RNA per parvalbumin neuron. Using 
trehalose we processed parvalbumin neurons 
from adult mice and prepared libraries for 
expression profiling using cDNA arrays (30). 
More recently, using this protocol, we prepared 
libraries from parvalbumin and pyramidal 
neurons with the nanoCAGE protocol (31, 
32), and the data from these libraries is being 

prepared for submission. Using our method, 
profiling can also be performed using RNA 
seq (33), or a single cell can be plated per well to 
perform single cell transcriptome sequencing 
(34).

To investigate the purity of collected 
cells, we analyzed the nanoCAGE libraries 
prepared from sorted pyramidal neurons for 
the expression of Pvalb (parvalbumin neuron-
specific marker) or Gfap (glial cell-specific 
marker). We found that the average expression 
of Thy1 promoter is almost 306-fold higher 
(306 tags / million / library) than Pvalb (1.24 
tags / million / library) (Figure 2A and B) 
and 100 fold higher than Gfap (3.09 tags / 
million / library) (Figure 2C) in our wildtype 
pyramidal neuron libraries (n = 12), indicating 
successful isolation of a pure population 
of Thy1 expressing neurons alone. Similar 
analyses of libraries prepared from wildtype 
parvalbumin neurons (n = 6) reveal that the 
average expression of Pvalb (427.52 tags /
million/library) is higher than Gfap (0.26 tags 
/million/library) (Figure 2B and 2C). Inter-
estingly, in our parvalbumin neuron libraries 
we find endogenous expression of Thy1 (114 
tags/million/library) (Figure 2A) suggesting 
Thy1 may be co-expressed with Pvalb in some 
cells, as has been reported previously for the 
somatosensory cortex (10).

To confirm that the FACs sorted cells were 
viable, we investigated the pyramidal neuron 
library for genes reported to be up-regulated 
during programmed cell death (PCD) of 
cortical neuronal cells (35). Yang et al. cultured 
mouse cortical cells from E14 brains and 
identified 69 genes highly expressed during 
apoptosis induced by serum starvation (35). 
For our analysis, we first created a list of over 
6000 genes expressed in our pyramidal neuron 

Table 1. Direct comparison of the standard method with our optimized protocol. 

Parallel comparison between standard and optimized protocols

THY1-YFP mouse id Method Cell numbers RNA amount
ng

RNA 
pg/cell RIN

1216a standard 8,500 2.05 0.24 6.8

1216b standard 17,770 1.35 0.08 7.7

1216c optimized 137,200 185.4 1.41 7.2

Data shown for standard protocol (n=2) and optimized protocol (n=1) obtained from each mouse cerebral 
cortex (P68) processed in parallel on the same day. 

Table 2. Data from adult mouse cortex processed using our optimized protocol.

THY1-YFP 
mouse id

Age 
(days)

Cell 
number

RNA 
amount 

(ng)
pg/cell RIN Tag Count Map rate 

(%)

0824a 68 140,000 274 1.96 7.9 7,362,128 99.8 

0824b 68 100,000 208 2.08 7.1 7,319,088 99.9 

0904 60 168,500 270 1.60 8.0 6,388,969 99.9 

0907 58 160,000 320 2.00 8.3 7,306,675 99.9 

0828 70 120,000 262 2.18 8.2 6,711,929 99.9 

Data shown for optimized protocol on cerebral cortex processed by the same operator on different days. 
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library and ranked them by expression level. 
Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) (36, 
37) of genes expressed in pyramidal neurons 
revealed that, of the 69 genes reported to be 
up-regulated in PCD, only 43 genes were 
found expressed in our pyramidal neurons 
and that these genes were not enriched in our 
libraries (Figure 2E). We further conducted 
GO analysis on the top 700 expressed genes 
in our Pyramidal neuron libraries. Our data 
reveal that of the 49 genes listed in the KEGG 
apoptosis pathway (mmu04210), only 2 genes 
(Nfkbia and Cycs) were in the top 10% genes 
expressed in our libraries, thus indicating that 
the collected neurons were viable.

To confirm whether our protocol retained 
RNA transcripts localized to neurites, we 
examined the nanoCAGE libraries for 
mRNAs reported to be enriched in axons. 
Since a list of axon-enriched mRNAs for 
mouse is not available, we compared the 
axonal mRNA list for mature 13 day-old 
cultured E18 rat cortical neurons created by 
Taylor et al. (38) with level 3 clusters in our 
nanoCAGE libraries made from adult (>P55) 
mouse pyramidal neurons with an average of 
7.5 million tags per multiplexed library on the 
Illumina GA IIx. At this depth of sequencing, 
we found an 81% intersection of mRNAs 
enriched in rat cortical axons indicating that 
our protocol preserves axon enriched mRNAs 

(Figure 2D). The missing 19% of mRNAs 
from our libraries might reflect differences 
due to species (rat vs mouse), age (embryonic 
vs >P55) or sequencing depth.

In conclusion, we show that the use of 
trehalose greatly enhances cell viability, thus 
preventing RNA degradation during cell 
processing. Our technique of purification 
of labeled neurons can likely be applied to 
the adult brain of other mammals as well 
as complex heterogeneous tissues, where 
individual cell types are too fragile and 
therefore difficult to isolate / dissociate. Intact 
cells from the pre-sorting stage may be plated 
or sorted in individual wells for single cell 
profiling, as has been done more readily with 
peripheral neurons (39,40). Our method has 
the potential to facilitate the unprecedented 
creation of transcriptome catalogs from 
neuronal sub-populations from a single adult 
mouse brain.
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Figure 1. Improved neuron and RNA acquisition using our optimized protocol. Images taken before sorting 
(A-B) for standard protocol (A) and optimized protocol with Trehalose (B). Note the dead cells in un-
dissociated tissue (arrow) as well as dead single cells without projections (arrowhead) in the standard 
protocol. Dissociated intact live neurons (arrows and inset) as well as dead dissociated neurons 
(arrowhead) are seen with the optimized protocol. (C-F) Images taken after sorting for optimized protocol. 
Note the intact neuron (C-D) and cells with small (arrow) or no projections (arrowhead) (E-F) in the after 
sort images from optimized protocol. Scale bar 20µm. Bioanalyzer profiles of RNA extracted from sorted 
pyramidal neurons isolated using the standard protocol (G) and optimized protocol with Trehalose (H). 
Note the size of the 28S peak (arrow) is smaller than the 18S peak (arrowhead) in the RNA extracted 
using the standard method, suggesting RNA degradation with the standard protocol. (I) Chart depicting 
the yields of fluorescent pyramidal cells using the standard method (n = 2) and our optimized method 
(n = 6), (Cell numbers shown in Tables 1 and 2). Cell numbers are increased 10-fold when trehalose is 
used. ** P < 0.001; Student’s t-test, error bars represent s.d.
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